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Motion Bedroom Furniture is an entirely new category of products that
brings together two of consumers’ most-desired furniture traits: living room
motion and bed adjustability—and puts them into an easy-to-sell revenue
growth package for furniture retailers.

Motion Bedroom Furniture brings motion to any bed with an advanced and
unique design that invisibly maintains the beauty of the bedroom set while
solving the height problem.

Motion Bedroom Furniture maximizes the profitability potential of retailers’
bedroom vignettes, with no changes or additions to floor space, an easy
associate upsell, minimal investment, reduced logistics costs, and proven
growth performance.

The Element Series
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The Element is the slimmest adjustable base on the 
market. Designed to integrate seamlessly into your 
existing bedroom furniture and elegant enough to stand 
on its own - it will take your sanctuary to the next level. 

The Element
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Interchangeable
Accessories
We offer legs in various heights, finishes, and 
materials allowing you to customize the look 
and feel of your base.

Design Comes  
First, Second and Third
Your Ergomotion base fits inside any standard 
bed frame you choose. It is also designed to 
beautifully stand on its own.
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Head/Foot

Flat

2 Reprogrammable Presets

Zero-G

Wall Saver

Massage

Auto Head Tilt

USB Ports

Bluetooth

Motion Bedroom Furniture

Features

Element 1 Element 2 Element 3
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Head/Foot
Elevate the head or feet together or 
separately through infinitely variable 

positions.

2 Reprogrammable Presets
2 Reprogrammable preset to reach your 

favorite position in seconds. 

Flat
One-touch gravity-controlled flat 

position.

Wall Saver
To keep bedside items within easy reach, 
the base glides you back as it lifts you 

up.

Massage
Independent, quiet, next generation 
motors provide a relaxing massage.

Motion Bedroom Furniture
Brings motion to any bed with an 
advanced and unique design that 

invisibly slides into any bedroom set.

3.5” Profile
Maintains the beauty of the bedroom set 

by fitting almost invisibly between the 
mattress and the base. 

Zero-G
One touch button that raises the legs slightly 
above the heart to promote circulation and 

relieve pressure off the lower back.

USB
USB Ports are positioned for optimal 

charging and access.



1.888.550.3746
www.ergomotion.com

At Ergomotion, we lead the adjustable bed industry by 

continuing to design products that redefine how we enjoy 

our homes. Adjusting to lifestyle changes, reimagining 

how we interact with our living spaces, designing products 

that are truly inventive, providing a level of service that is 

the benchmark in our industry, and making our homes 

more functionally beautiful. We design to differentiate from 

the expected. We engineer to innovate. We create to make 

beauty. We strive to provide support that is second to 

none. And we are passionately focused on redefining how 

our lifestyle, and our style, can seamlessly blend to make 

the very best experiences imaginable.

About Us


